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A novel rigorous statistical treatment is applied to available data (May 9, 2016) from search and 
spectroscopy experiments on the elements with atomic numbers Z = 115 and Z = 117. The present 
analysis implies that the hitherto proposed cross-reaction link between α-decay chains associated with 
the isotopes 293117 and 289115 is highly improbable.
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During the last two decades, fusion-evaporation reactions of 
beams of 48Ca impinging on various radioactive actinide target 
materials (Np, Pu, Am, Cm, Bk, Cf) have been used to study su-
perheavy atomic nuclei with proton numbers up to element Z =
118 (see, for instance, Refs. [1,2] and references therein). Follow-
ing their possible production and subsequent physical separation 
from the vast number of unwanted nuclear background reaction 
products, the anticipated superheavy evaporation residues are im-
planted in dedicated decay-spectroscopy stations. Here, position-, 
time-, and energy-correlation measurements between implantation 
and subsequent nuclear decays usually lead to the observation of 
sequences of α-particle decays, possibly including the coincident 
detection of γ rays, X rays, or conversion electrons.

Unfortunately, all hitherto observed α-decay chains produced 
by these 48Ca-induced nuclear reactions with actinide targets pro-
ceed through previously unknown nuclei and conclude with a 
spontaneous fission (SF) event. So far, none of these decay chains 
revealed a connection to well-known isotopes on the chart of the 
nuclides (see, e.g., Refs. [1,2]).

One indirect method to support that a new element was pro-
duced is via cross reactions or cross bombardments. The idea is 
that the same α-decay chain is entered by two or more different 
nuclear reactions. For example, the α-decay chains comprising the 
superheavy nuclei 289115, 285113 and 281Rg are considered to have 
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been populated following two different fusion-evaporation reac-
tions, namely via 243Am(48Ca,2n)289115 and 249Bk(48Ca,4n)293117. 
The isotope 293117 can decay with α-particle emission into 
its daughter nucleus 289115. With these interpretations of the 
observed decay chains, similar average decay characteristics of 
289115, 285113, and 281Rg produced in the two nuclear reac-
tions are invoked to conclude a cross-reaction case, as detailed 
in Ref. [3]. Based on a novel, comprehensive statistical method and 
including all relevant decay data available to date (May 9, 2016), 
we show in the present study that a cross-reaction case as de-
scribed in Ref. [3] is highly improbable.

Amongst an ensemble of by now more than one hundred de-
cay chains associated with the production of element 115, four 
short recoil-α–α-SF decay chains, labelled D1–D4, were observed 
at relatively low beam energies in the reaction 48Ca + 243Am 
[4]. The individual correlation times of these short element 115 
chains are shown in Fig. 1(a) as blue squares (D1, D2, D4) and 
red diamonds (D3). The violet line and its 1σ -uncertainty band 
[5] show the lifetime averages of chains D1–D4. The blue line and 
its 1σ -uncertainty band show the lifetime averages excluding D3, 
which exhibits exceptionally long correlation times compared with 
the other three short chains for all three decay steps. See Ap-
pendix A and Ref. [6] for more information on short element 115 
chains. The dashed black line and its grey 1σ -uncertainty band 
represent the lifetime averages of ten out of sixteen chains asso-
ciated with 293117 [7–10]. The selection of ten chains is inferred 
from Ref. [3]. For a compilation of decay data concerning all six-
teen short element 117 chains, see Table 2 Appendix B.
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Fig. 1. (Colour online.) (a) Individual correlation times, �ti , of four short element 115 decay chains (D1–D4) and average lifetimes, τ , extracted for different data ensembles 
from element 115 and 117 decay chains (cf. Table 3 Appendix C). The lines are to guide the eye along decay step 1 (α decay from element 115) via decay step 2 (α decay 
from element 113) towards decay step 3 (SF or α decay from Rg, element 111). (b) Relation between measured decay energies and correlation times of the second decay 
step, Z = 113 → Rg, for different data ensembles from element 115 decay chains. Data points from short element 115 chains are plotted as blue squares and a red diamond 
(D3). Green circles reflect data points from 96 long element 115 chains. In both panels, filled (open) symbols indicate detection during beam-off (beam-on) periods.

The lifetime averages of the four short element 115 (violet 
band) and the ten element 117 chains (grey band) are only consis-
tent when the unusual chain D3 is included in the corresponding 
element 115 averaging procedure. This motivates a thorough statis-
tical assessment of whether or not this chain has indeed the same 
radioactive origin as D1, D2, and D4.

In addition to chains D1–D4, two recoil-α-SF and one
recoil-α–α-SF chains were observed in the reaction 48Ca + 243Am 
at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), United States 
of America, and are presented in the Supplemental Material of 
Ref. [11] (B1–B3). The derived average lifetimes of these three 
short decay chains are consistent with the lowest 1σ -uncertainty 
band in Fig. 1(a), i.e. they agree with the D1, D2, and D4 av-
erage. Two further recoil-α-SF and five additional recoil-α–α-SF 
chains were observed in the reaction 48Ca + 243Am at the GSI 
Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany 
[6,12–14] (T1–T7). Adding these seven short decay chains into the 
analysis, the derived average lifetimes also converge within the 
lowest 1σ -uncertainty band in Fig. 1(a). Hence, all three correla-
tion times in the D3 chain remain as the – by far – longest times 
observed in the complete set of fourteen short element 115 chains 
observed world wide. The call for excluding chain D3 from this 
element 115 data set due to obvious non-congruence is thus sub-
stantiated by data subsequently acquired at other laboratories. For 
more details and numbers, see Refs. [6,14] and Table 3 Appendix C.

Energy-time correlations of the Z = 113 → Rg decay stem-
ming from decay chains associated with element 115 are shown 
in Fig. 1(b). This panel is similar to the more complete set of 
diagrams in Fig. 2 of Ref. [15]. Note the outstanding position of 
the D3 chain in the lower right corner of the diagram (red dia-
mond). Any other data point from short element 115 chains (blue 
squares) is hardly distinguishable from the entries generated by 96 
long chains commonly associated with 288115 (green circles) [4,11,
16–19]. Only a forced average of the D3 decay energy with D1, D2, 
and D4 energies may provide a possible overlap in decay energy 
with the forced average of the decay energies of ten short element 
117 chains (see Table 3 Appendix C).

One may inspect Fig. 2 of Ref. [18] for a possible alternative in-
terpretation of the origin of short element 115 chains: Ignore the 
upper left part of the figure showing element 117 results. Then 
compare the decay characteristics of the short element 115 chain 
(in our work denoted D1) with the averages of 24 long element 
115 chains known at the time: There is no apparent difference be-
sides the decay mode, i.e. the colour of the Rg-square. Interestingly, 

Table 1
Figure-of-Merit (FoM) [6,15,20] for different subsets of element 115 and element 
117 data, and the corresponding 90% and 98% double-sided confidence intervals. 
The subset denoted D comprises all four short element 115 chains from Dubna 
experiments (D1–D4) [4], B consists of the three short chains from the Berkeley ex-
periment (B1–B3) [11], and T consists of the seven short chains measured at TASCA, 
GSI (T1–T7) [6]. The ensemble D′ consists of the three chains D1, D2 and D4, i.e. the 
D3 chain has been excluded. The ensemble E117 consists of the ten short element 
117 chains that were considered in Ref. [3]. See also Table 2 Appendix B

Ensemble FoM 90%-interval 98%-interval

D 0.114 [0.136,0.272] [0.110,0.254]
D & B 0.120 [0.156,0.258] [0.134,0.275]
D & B & T 0.162 [0.181,0.255] [0.164,0.269]
D’ 0.223 [0.124,0.248] [0.099,0.265]
D’ & B 0.223 [0.150,0.258] [0.126,0.275]
D’ & B & T 0.215 [0.178,0.256] [0.162,0.269]

E117 0.165 [0.170,0.255] [0.152,0.270]
D & E117 0.146 [0.181,0.253] [0.165,0.266]
D’ & E117 0.155 [0.179,0.253] [0.163,0.266]
D3 & E117 0.160 [0.174,0.254] [0.156,0.268]

on a one-by-one basis, all short element 115 chains besides D3 
are also indistinguishable from the (average of the) 96 five-α-long 
chains commonly associated with 288115.

Elaborated statistical measures presented in Refs. [6,15,20] evi-
dence that the world data set of the in total fourteen short element 
115 chains is not congruent. In brief, the hypothesis that they can 
all be characterised by one half-life for each decay step is tested 
by comparing a Figure-of-Merit (FoM) for the experimental data 
set with the distribution of FoMs from generated data sets that 
do fulfill the hypothesis. 90% and 98% double-sided confidence in-
tervals for FoMs for some relevant cases are presented in Table 1. 
If the experimental FoM for an ensemble is above the confidence 
interval, the spread in correlation times is too small, which indi-
cates that the data may not originate from a radioactive decay. On 
the contrary, a too small FoM indicates that the spread in correla-
tion times is too large, which indicates that the ensemble contains 
more than one radioactive source.

Already the evaluation of the congruence of the first four short 
element 115 chains (D1–D4) fails the hypothesis of a single ra-
dioactive source with >95% confidence level, as the obtained FoM 
is below the double-sided 90% confidence interval. Adding the 
three short chains from the LBNL experiment (B1–B3) and, further, 
the seven short chains from the GSI experiment (T1–T7) into the 
statistical analysis, the hypothesis of a common origin of all 14 
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